
                                                                                     

 

 

1) The bottles are filled every day. We don’t even need to pay. I came along to 

quench my _______ (Take the first letter) 

2) Everyone likes to come and play. Why not stay and slip down the _______? (Take 

the first letter) 

3) Would you vote for this man? The middle letter is what you need before you 

succeed! _______ 

4) Look on the door. It’s the fourth word you seek. Use the first letter. Clue: One of 

these comes in handy on an evening survey. _______ 

5) L=9m looks like an equation! But it’s the word you need. Use the second letter. 

_______ 

6) You like to call to keep in touch and a T-mobile poster shows you (telegraph 

pole will help). It’s the second word on the top right corner and the second letter 

is what you need. _______ 

7) 1929 was a great year for architecture. What is the second letter accompanying 

this date? _______ 

8) This bin is the one you put your bottles and cans. The first letter of this colour 

is _______ 

9) This house could do with some repairs. But first take time to stand and stare. 

The name sounds weird but don’t be filled with fear. It’s the last letter you need. 

_______ 

10) At the green door you must stand and face to the right. The letter is in clear 

sight! _______ 

11) Look in the window. You will see a house for sale for you or me. There is also a 

car on the sign. What is the first letter of the make? _______ 

12) Stand and look at the school of spire, you will get the word you desire. Our 

friends, the storks, have made it their own but what is the first letter of their 

home? _______ 

13) Harness the power of the sun so our electronics can run. This type of power is 

called _______ (You need the second to the last letter to add to the puzzle) 

14) Learn to point your house in the traditional way and find out the designs to 

which they say nay! This Romanian trust for architecture helps but what is the 

first letter of their name? _______ 

15) Come to here for cake as a treat. This is the place to come to _______. (Use the 

first letter) 

16) Traditional crafts for all to see. Honey and jam to have with tea. The large letter 

on the sign is what you need. _______ 

17) This board informs you that for 5 Lei, you can visit Dracula’s birth place. No 

need to pay money but the first letter you need, if this puzzle you want to 

complete. _______ 


